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Pickle Rick. Takis. Prayer flags. Innovation. Led Zeppelin posters. Tinder.
The emanating scent of mint vape
juice. These have nothing in common,
except that they are all discrete particles in the diverse and meandering
stream of college culture. We are all
familiar with these tokens of young
adulthood and college life.
In this issue, dexterous writers have
tackled several aspects of life in and
around Tempe and ASU, a peculiar
place and a unique culture.
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t’s 1987. Arizona State University’s fraternity row is
breaking seven laws per capita. Friday night, the Sigma Chi house is packed to the brim. Brock "The Rock"
just slammed an unholy amount of brews through
the beer bong to the chant of hundreds of similarly
intoxicated youths. "The Ogre" is about to one-up him
by butt-chugging a 40. Brock is 19 years old and will
have a lifelong battle with alcohol addiction; The Ogre
won’t make it past 30.
Could they have avoided these adverse consequences if only they had waited until the state-mandated
legal age of 21 to start drinking? No. For wild habits
like binge drinking, chain-smoking or joining the U.S.
military, the threshold for entry is based on old science
and mass-produced, made-on-the-fly "traditions."
A study conducted by the American College
Health Association in Spring 2017 found that 59
percent of ASU students reported drinking alcohol,
with the other 41 percent not having drank in the last
30 days. The drinking culture on campuses across the
nation is rampant, and a good amount of it is undoubtedly done by underage drinkers.
The drinking age is arbitrarily set too low at 21.
Recent science has shown that the human brain does
not finish developing until the age of 25, not 21 or 18.
This stage in late brain development is marked by crucial parts of the brain maturing: the prefrontal cortex

– Azzam Almo u ai
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who can crush the most beer cans on their head before
sustaining life-threatening brain damage.
This is in opposition to the alcohol culture of most
places around the world, like Europe, where people
can fastidiously handle their alcohol. Children can be
seen drinking a glass of wine with dinner in places like
France or Spain without going off the rails. It's a family
affair, an old-world cultural norm.
In America, give a kid an alcoholic inch, and they
take a mile. It’s one step from a shot of Jack Daniels
with dinner to unplanned teen pregnancy. The true fact
of the matter is that the drinking age of 21 is nothing
more than an empty celebration to most Americans.
The federal drinking age in America was set on
July 17, 1984, when former President Ronald Reagan
signed into law the National Minimum Drinking Age
Act. This galvanized states to support the feds in a
national change to a drinking age of 21 by threatening
to revoke 10 percent of highway funding.
This was in response to a drunk driving epidemic
in the 1970s. The act did somewhat have its intended effect, with fatal crashes involving young drivers
dropping 30 percent from 1982 to 1995. Though this
was effective for its intended purpose, it does not take
into account the stunting of neurological development
caused by drinking, and especially binge drinking.
Just to give you a placeholder for the progress of popular science at the time: in the week prior to this, President
Reagan declared ice cream “nutritious and wholesome.”
The prospect of the soon-to-mature Generation Z
starting to drink instills a deep fear in me. From eating
Tide pods and monotonous Fortnite dancing to calls
for Bolshevik revolutions founded on 4Chan memes.
It’s a small jump — catalyzed by ethanol — trust me.
We must change the minimum drinking age before it
is too late.
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and the frontal lobe. These control one's logic center,
decision-making and judgement.
If these decisions were left to fully-formed adults and
incentivized through a cultural shift of conscientiousness, then the U.S. would be left with no military, more
wine-tasting trips in Napa Valley and the tasteful smoking of long cigarettes only for the purpose of social
posturing and the occasional armchair philosophizing.
More than a neurological issue, though, the real
problem with allowing Americans to make these life-altering decisions at such crucial junctions of development are the cultural implications. At more than one
level, we incentivize teenage rebellion and stoke the
flames of dangerous behavior.
If the bar were raised far beyond adolescence, then
the prospect of participating would become much less
tantalizing. The same goes for smoking; joining the
military is even more deviously motivated by the state.
These kids, barely old enough to work, are brought
on board a juggernaut of an industrial complex they
barely understand. If the age to join the U.S. military
were changed to 25, then recruitment would probably
drop to unsustainably low levels.
This change would never be allowed despite its
pointed benefit to the average American citizen. No
longer could Little Caesars employees be bombarded
by recruiters at the mall, and that’s something Uncle
Sam couldn’t live with. To the age-old moniker, “I want
you,” they should add, “to join the military before you’re
old enough to think about your decision.”
American culture stands on few legs — like less than
two. Just look at our food. We don’t have much outside
of appropriation and American cheese. Similarly,
American drinking habits, rather than following the
logical progress of traditions that are intimately tied to
an ancient food culture, hinge on empty practices like

“
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P re s i d e n t R eag an d e c lare d ic e c re am
' n u t r i t io u s an d w h o le so me .'

Gobble it up!
Join us for Thanksgiving Dinner
ASU Student Media/Off-Campus Housing

Thursday, November 22, 2018
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
ASU Tempe Campus / Matthews Center
950 S. Cady Mall
Tempe, AZ 85281
ASU Student Media, in partnership with the Sun Devil Family Association,
invites you to enjoy a free Thanksgiving meal with us. Please bring a can of
food to donate to the City of Tempe Food Bank. RSVP required. Contact
DeDe@asu.edu for more information.
https://www.eventbrite.com/myevent?eid=48350039269
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More than alcohol, there is an incumbent
nicotine addiction that will overtake the
nation. The advent of e-cigarettes, and now
the insidious Juul, are making for a constantly
stimulant-addled youth. States like California
have recently changed smoking age restrictions
to 21, but this is not enough.
Just raising the smoking age to 25, the
age of peak neurological development, will
not wane those youths already addicted. To
buy nicotine products in the U.S., a special
license should be issued. If the government
had any sense, it'd make it so that one can
only attain the license by passing a 50-question test and getting a cosigner with a
700+ FICO score. That’ll stop those pesky
14-year-olds from buying Juul pods at the
nearest QuikTrip.
Though this would throw a wrench in the
capitalist machine, the only legal stimulant left
for the public to consume would be caffeine,
thus prompting all Americans to take a shaky,
reflective look at why we can only function in
this society on high-level stimulants.
With most of America burnt out on
stimulants, depressants would be next on the
chopping block. The chemical cocktail that
so many people's weeks hinge on having been
rendered defunct, the drinking age could be
raised even higher.
How can one truly appreciate the alcohol-inspired void without having gone through their
first divorce? Based on an exhaustive study
done by the law firm Wilkinson & Finkbeiner,
the average age for an American’s first divorce is
30, making this the next logical legislative leap.
Why stop there? The Pew Research Center
found that between 1990 and 2015, divorce

rates in Americans 50+ went up 109 percent.
If those people hadn’t consumed alcohol up
to that point in their lives, then it is likely they
would have divorced sooner because they
would have been forced to take a real look at
the problems in their marriage. All evidence
points to a federal drinking age of 50 being just
as, if not more effective than 21.
In line with these sentiments, the age hurdle
one has to temporally jump over to enter
the military should again be analyzed. Since
changing the age to 25 would already drop
recruitment to all-time lows, then lowering it
to 14 would surprise everyone. Burgeoning
pubescence would make the U.S. military the
most angsty on the planet. The age restriction
on being able to join, though, should be raised
to 50 to match the drinking age.
Since all of those Americans won’t be married and, therefore, have nothing to live for, it
would be easier for them to come to terms with
their impending mortality. In line with Elon
Musk’s recent commitment to making robot
mecha battle suits, their frail bodies would not
even be an issue.
Maybe the drinking age of 21, smoking
age of 18 and minimum enlistment age of 18
all seem wantonly set when analyzed under
a microscope. Maybe our youth should pull

themselves up by their bootstraps and get over
lifelong ailments tied to their participation in
these age-restricted activities.
I mean, it's not like the government takes
millions of dollars a year from the tobacco
and alcohol lobbies, and it's not like the U.S.
military has higher funding than any other
military in the world. And they definitely
couldn't take two seconds to research the
age at which the human brain fully develops, and with their money, lobby for higher
age-restrictions leading to a more conscientious America – one centered on health and
longevity. Nah, that ain't it.
Can't handle a few beers because your
brain isn't finished developing? Your
fault. Develop lung cancer because you
were wrongly educated on the dangers of
smoking from a young age? Your fault. Be
misinformed on how you can use your GI
Bill and have no applicable skills for further
employment? Your fault.
The search for culpability is an empty one,
if only for the reason that realistic change
can only come if legislation and culture walk
hand-in-hand, not by finding who is to blame.
Most people make it through life able to smoke
a few cigarettes, binge drink all through their
20s and maybe even kill some foreigners for the
U.S. government, but even one person falling
through the cracks is too many.
Fallibility is to human nature as forward
progression is to time (probably just an
excuse we use to keep society functioning).
Reevaluating the major age-restrictions we
have set on our youth and backing them
with hard, contemporary science is not an
effort to make these systems perfect. It's
just one to assure that they are functioning
in a way that does not take advantage of our
country's youth.
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company that heavily markets to ASU
students. As was reported by The State Press
at the time, Wright was sued by dozens of
former residents for withholding security
deposits and refusing to make necessary
repairs. Fifteen years later, in September, 2018,
the Arizona Mirror reported that he is still
continuing these renting practices.
The Tempe campus itself dominates the
space of the urban core, visibly juxtaposing
itself by a marked increase in building height
as compared to the surrounding area— although this is changing as taller buildings
are being added in the vicinity at a regular
pace, such as The Local, a planned six-story
building under construction on Ash Avenue
and University Drive.
Planned ASU-led developments, including a 20-story senior living facility called
Mirabella, will also tower over the adjacent
Maple-Ash neighborhood. Omni Hotel, a
hotel and conference center development
planned for ASU property in the urban core,
is likely to reach similar heights.
Most residential zoning in the urban core
area is either single-family residential or
somewhat shorter apartment buildings. High
rises such as Mirabella, the W6 and University House are newer forms of development to
the City of Tempe.
These novel developments have prompted concern from residents in the nearby
Maple-Ash neighborhood about historic
preservation and the character of neighborhoods, as evidenced by public comments on
the city’s Urban Core Masterplan.
The existing single-family residential style
of [Maple-Ash] needs to be protected," one
resident said in the comments. "No more
out-of-scale development.”
Another comment read, “the historic
neighborhoods need to be preserved and
commercial development, condos and apartments need to be kept out.”
Policing practices in Tempe have generated furor among many locals in the past and
continue to do so today.
In August of 2013, Tempe Police department launched its controversial Safe and
Sober program, the purpose of which was
to police underage drinking by students
in the areas outlying ASU during the first
few weeks of the school year in an effort to
reduce crime overall. Although Tempe Police Department claimed that this approach
reduced crime, TPD assessments of the program showed no causal link between Tempe
Police policing practices and crime rates.
The program was officially discontinued in
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or cities such as Tempe that are undergoing population change, development
and gentrification, tensions often result.
The history of Tempe has already exhibited these tensions through its history;
for instance, the influx of “hippie” college
students to Mill Avenue stoked resentment
from the older population.
The city today faces problems often associated with gentrification, such as issues with
policing, changes in neighborhood-level
incomes, rent hikes and changing architecture and building heights.
Changes that Tempe has undergone and
is currently working through both reflect
previous stages of its evolution, such as the
construction and improvement regimes of
the Town Lake and the light rail.
A major factor in understanding the
changes that have occurred in Tempe is acknowledging the evolution that Arizona State
University has undergone.
ASU is the largest employer in Tempe and
has been for several years. Students from the
University have historically been vital to the
fortunes of many of the businesses on Mill
Avenue and in the urban core area, in general.
In addition, thousands of students who attend
the Tempe campus either live on campus or
rent in the outlying areas.
ASU-owned on and off-campus student
housing occupies much of the real estate
in the urban core area, and housing for
students living off-campus in Tempe does
as well.
Several high-rise apartment buildings in
the vicinity of ASU charge high rents for
their luxury branding. For instance, 922
Place, a high-rise on Apache, charges rents at
about $1800 for a two-bedroom apartment
($899 per person), well above the current
Tempe average of $1,236 per month for a two
bedroom apartment, according to Rentcafe, a
rental listings site.
The University provides additional
support to similar such higher-rent apartment
buildings in the vicinity of campus through its
community ambassador program, providing
resources that students who choose to live
elsewhere do not receive.
Many of those students live in the outlying
single-family residential neighborhoods and
apartments. When students struggle to find
affordable housing through more reputable
landlords, they may turn to some rentiers with
unscrupulous business practices.
One example of this is the conduct of
Tempe landlord Tim Wright, owner of
Rentals Tempe, a Tempe-based real estate
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Student Media Housing Fair
November 7-8 2018
March 20-21 2019
Hayden Lawn
Tempe Campus
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Are you looking for a place to live?
Come to the Fair!
The bi-annual ASU Student Media
Housing Fair features services that
can assist with your transition to
off-campus living. Representatives
from a wide range of residential
communities and businesses on
and off campus will be available to
answer your questions. Come by for
free food, giveaways, & more!
Sponsored by Union Tempe

Join the ASU Off-Campus Students
Group on Facebook to connect with
students.
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New York City increased use of 311 services
was linked to gentrification. In a study, they
found that, over the time period surveyed “[p]
er capita 311 calls increased in all neighborhoods, but they rose at a 70 percent faster rate
in the gentrifying ones.”
The Atlantic also reported an uptick policing
enforcement in areas experiencing gentrification.
Many of the issues related to policing
were centered around the Mill Avenue area
(Downtown Tempe). In a previous article
about the history of gentrification, State
Press Magazine described the history behind
current geographic patterns of gentrification
and development, specifically patterns that
centered around Mill Avenue, the light rail and
Tempe Town Lake.
The most recent U.S. Census Bureau data
on median household income by block group
indicates that, in the span of 3 years, rapid
changes have taken place in the economic
makeup of the area directly northwest of
ASU’s Tempe campus. Median household income changes for the city overall were slightly
positive, but the changes in median household
income greatly outpaced them.
Gross rents also increased in those areas
over the same time frame.
While this report on gentrification in
Tempe is far from comprehensive, this analysis
suggests Tempe is currently experiencing
changes in demographic makeup in certain
areas of the city.
These changes include gentrification in the
downtown area as indicated by an analysis of
2013-2016 income data, indicating a shift in
income from the some parts of the urban core
to the suburbs in South Tempe.
In addition, the recent history of conflict
over policing and homelessness in Tempe
among residents resembles other urban
areas that have, or are currently, undergoing
gentrification. Only recently, anger erupted
over a Tempe City Council decision to
spend $250,000 to place armed guards
at city parks. The move was immediately
criticized, and local activist and former city
council candidate Justin Stewart called it an
effort to criminalize homelessness, although
the city denies this charge.
With an ever-evolving urban core so
closely tied to ASU, policing and development, the residents of Tempe are seeing
their city in flux. With the continuous
growth of the University and multiple major
high rises slated for development, the forces
of gentrification will be at work in Tempe
into the distant future.
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2015, but it has persisted in a modified form
with reduced police presence.
According to an August 15, 2015 article
in the Phoenix New Times, residents in the
downtown Tempe neighborhoods being
patrolled complained that the program
was racially biased. According to the New
Times piece, “The neighborhood alliance
Maple – Ash – Farmer – Wilson, named
for four parallel streets at the heart of
downtown Tempe, lobbied hard against
Safe & Sober, saying it made the community feel like a ‘police state.’”
The State Press also published an investigation into the fraying relationship between
the police and the public as the result of the
increased enforcement in 2014.
The City of Tempe has also been criticized for attempting to criminalize homelessness, as evidenced by the State Press
Editorial Board, which, in 2015, published a
video in which they criticized the city’s ban
on homeless people sitting on sidewalks that
block the public right-of-way, and instead
called on the city to expand social services.
The next year, Tempe amended the law in
such a way that made it illegal to sit on the
sidewalk during certain periods of the day,
on penalty of an $100 fine.
Usage by some residents of the city’s 311
services has also been attacked by residents,
such as Drew Sullivan (owner of Ash Avenue Comics), as an attempt to criminalize
homelessness. In 2016, The State Press
reported that the ability to anonymously
and publicly report had led to residents
using the app to target the homeless —
which is not the app’s purpose — and their
own neighbors.
In what ways are controversies over
policing in Tempe related to the changes
that are occurring through the processes of
gentrification and development?
According to CNBC, Gentrification
is associated with depletion of affordable
housing stock and rising rent in poorer
neighborhoods. Rising rents overall make
this problem worse; the Arizona Republic
reported that rents in the Phoenix metro
area have “climbed about 20 percent since
2014”, and the Phoenix metro is the 9th most
unaffordable for renters in the nation.
Lack of housing affordability can, in turn, be
tied to growing homelessness; a UCLA study
found a “strong correlation” between high median rents and homelessness, consonant with a
wider body of research on the subject.
In addition, Citylab has reported that in
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hen sustainability graduate student Sarra Tekola first came to Arizona State University, her
initial thought was to look for a multicultural center.
To her surprise, at one of the largest universities in
the country, there was not one to be found.
This was a major concern for Tekola, considering all of
the schools she attended in the past had the resource she
said is a vital asset to the success of minority students.
Tekola formed the Multicultural Solidarity Coalition in 2015 with the goal of pushing for a multicultural
center on campus, as well as having, what she described,
as a space for discussion of racism and discrimination.
“ASU is missing a critical component to ensure that
the campus is not only a safe space (for minority students), but to ensure the success of underrepresented
minorities,” Tekola said.
Diversity and inclusion are some of the key points
that the University emphasizes when advertising to
prospective students.
In the University’s charter, ASU refers to itself as a,
“a comprehensive public research university, measured
not by whom it excludes, but by whom it includes and
how they succeed."
The 2018 freshman class set a University record
by being the most diverse freshman class to date,
with 39.4 percent of students coming from minority
backgrounds. ASU currently has more racially diverse
students than ever before.
With a consistent exclamation on diversity coming
from ASU and a growing amount of minority students,
why does it lack a multicultural center?

Associate Dean of Students for Off Campus Student
Services, Ronald Jackson said all of the University is
modeled to be a multicultural space, meaning the entirety of the school's campuses are supposed to act as an open
and welcoming place to students of all backgrounds.
Jackson said a multicultural center, though a well-intended idea in the abstract, can actually isolate minority
students and lock their concerns into a single space.
"We value all of our spaces being inclusive spaces.
The model of multicultural centers sometimes has a
negative impact, but good intentions,"Jackson said.
"What happens in some of those spaces is they become
the place where all multicultural activity, sensitivity and
understanding happens, and then no one else has to
create that type of space in their academic department
or building, and that just goes against our charter."
Instead of a multicultural center, ASU offers a
number of both staff and student-operated resources.
Jackson said some of the resources and cultural engagement opportunities are run by students.
"The fun thing about it is that is it student-involved,
student-engaged, student-driven, and the staff support it,"
Jackson said. "The students pretty much come up with their
own design, their own ideas, what they want to do, and we
basically support that and make sure we put it in place where
they can actually celebrate their different cultures."
While student engagement and volunteering is
beneficial in many ways, Tekola said the fact that these
resources are student-run instead of led by professionals
makes her question how much the University wants to
invest in assisting minorities.

S

Sept. 20 at the downtown Phoenix campus, multiple
black students questioned the University’s president
on ASU's efforts to ensure the inclusion of students
of all cultural backgrounds. Those who spoke pointed
to what they said was a lack of inclusion in the Greek
Leadership Village.
The GLV, which houses over 900 fraternity and
sorority members, did not include any multicultural
Greek organizations in its 2018 opening. Multiple
black student organization leaders expressed that
they believe this exclusion is a representation of some
underlying race issues within the University.
President Crow cited the issue as a mishap in communication and vowed to reconfigure the GLV for the next
leasing cycle in order to include multicultural fraternities
and sororities. However, many members of multicultural
organizations on campus feel that the problem regarding
exclusion of minorities is more widespread.
Armonee Jackson, communication junior and vice
president of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People at ASU, said the situation with
the GLV is a representation of the overall treatment of

“

A l l o f t h e o t h e r u n ive rsitie s I h ave b e e n
t o , t h e u n i v e rsity stan d ard is yo u g e t
p ro f e s s io n a l s . We are w o rth it, w e are w o rth
t h e s t a ff to e n su re o u r su c c e ss.
– S arra Te ko la
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minorities at the University.
“African Americans on campus do not get the
support that they need, and that shows with the Greek
Leadership Village,” Jackson said. “The problem is more
than just Greek life. Greek life is a representation of
what has been going on for years, as a whole, with African Americans at ASU. They’re still going to feel unsafe
because the basis of it. When it was created, it excluded
minority organizations.”
Vogel said any issues minority students have on
campus should be reported to a staff member, and they
will try their best to accommodate.
"It has been unfortunate and sad to listen to students
all around that they feel unwelcome or unsafe," Vogel
said. "At any point, if any students are feeling unsafe,
unwelcome or not supported, we want to know."
Tekola maintained that the best way to ensure safety and
inclusion is a dedicated multicultural center on campus.
“As ASU becomes more diverse, it is going to increase the need for a multicultural center and an overall
better understanding of what inclusion and diversity
really mean,” Tekola said.
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overall campus atmosphere at ASU is something that can
make minority students feel unsafe, citing that a white supremacist group hung posters around the Tempe campus.
When asked about these posters, Vogel said that it
is often hard to catch people who hang such posters
around campus, especially if they are not part of an
ASU-affiliated organization.
Jackson pointed out that ASU has a Situational
Response Team dedicated to addressing such instances
of flagrant racism or discrimination.
"When we are aware of situations," Jackson said,
"whether it is a free speech visitor, or a demonstration
that takes place, or a flyer that goes up from any group
that is not representative of the University, and especially when they're not attributed to a student group on
campus, we pull them down. That is one of the duties of
this team that is called the Situational Response Team.”
Nonetheless, Tekola said the very presence of these
posters and the typically anonymous people who put
them up is evidence in favor of the need for a dedicated
multicultural center.
In a discussion forum with President Crow on

“

“All of the other universities I have been to, the university standard is you get professionals. We are worth it, we
are worth the staff to ensure our success,” Tekola said.
The Office of Inclusion and Community Engagement is a non-student led office that helps guide students, mostly nonwhite, in areas of teaching, learning
and governance. Tekola cites this office as doing “all
the work of a multicultural center,” and according to its
website, the office is staffed by two people.
The University, however, does offer multiple ways for
minority students to receive mentorship and support.
Dean of Tempe Students, Joanne Vogel said a resource
that does not get a lot of attention is the ASU Mentor
Network. This is a website created to connect students
to mentors based on not only academics, but also race
and ethnic background.
Vogel said that ASU, in comparison with other universities she’s worked for, has a wide array of resources
for minority students to explore.
“ASU has a robust offering (of resources). I have been
impressed from the moment I got here,” Vogel said.
However, beyond these resources, Tekola said the
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bers remained on the scene, the majority
of young people’s attention turned to a
then-crisp social media app, Vine.
Similar to the origins of YouTube,
certain Vine profiles quickly gained popularity. These new celebrities — creatively
termed “Viners” — drew a craze.
Though some Vine celebrities experienced
great success, their time was limited. The app
shut down in 2016, just four years after its
creation. Viners scurried from their home
platform to other social media apps, the most
common being, of course, YouTube. This
mass exodus marks the true turning point in
contemporary YouTube culture.
Now, YouTube can be divided into a
multitude of genres. Just like any other
entertainment service, YouTube is chock
full of popular niche videos in the comedy,
health, tech, lifestyle and gaming categories. Content like this has been around —
it’s nothing new.
However, what is new is the rise of
YouTube-specific topics. ASMR, Mukbangs, vlogging and viral challenges have
become staples of the current internet
climate. More than anything, YouTube has
taught us that people will watch just about
anything ... for hours.
Because of the constant flow of diverse
and consistent content, YouTube has
become a household entertainment
source. According to a 2018 survey by Pew
Research Center, “YouTube is now used by
nearly three-quarters of U.S. adults and 94
percent of 18- to 24-year-olds.”
The fascination with YouTubers is unmatched. Though there are many reasons
why these colorful characters garner our
interest, one prominent factor seems to
stick out: money. Today we see content
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Tube channel, or at least an embarrassing video, floating out on the internet somewhere.
YouTube was a pervasive experience
shared by most tweens and teens of the
2010s. Anyone with a digital camera, an
internet connection and a dream could
post content to a wide and receptive audience. This only grew larger with the rise of
smartphones and other social media apps.
The platform now serves as so much more
than a graveyard for your sixth grade cover of
"Love Story" by Taylor Swift. It’s a subculture,
a career path, a get-rich-quick scheme, a marketing tool, an educational resource, a news
outlet and a major source of entertainment.
At the present moment, it’s overwhelming,
and it just keeps getting bigger.
To truly understand this shift, we have to
examine the history. How exactly did we
go from dramatic chipmunk and chocolate
rain to daily vlogs and off-beat diss tracks?
YouTube hasn’t always been a void of eerily
similar content creators.
With humble beginnings, YouTube
started as a simple, wholesome medium for
the average joe to share personal videos.
Typically, there was little to no editing and
heavy grain. This combination of ease and
stupidity created the viral video. Classics
like “Chocolate Rain,” “Numa Numa,” and
the incomparable “Charlie Bit My Finger”
were the first of their kind.
YouTube stepped its game up in the
post-2010 years. Instead of one-hit-wonders, we saw users posting consistent,
personalized content. This led to the birth
of the term “YouTuber” and the rise of creators like Shane Dawson, Fred and Smosh.
A few years later, YouTube shifted from
comedy skits to a focus on reaction, prank
and gaming videos. Though some YouTu-
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he year is 2012. Katy Perry plays
softly in the background from busted
computer speakers as three of my cousins
huddle around my younger brother. With
a steady hand and an intent look, my oldest
cousin carefully outlines his eye with thick,
dark eyeliner. The other two giggle and
watch as the makeup smudges and engulfs
his lower lid. This was not a forced dressup situation but thorough preparation for
a YouTube video.
We were fitting my brother for his role as
“Triss Devil: The Baker,” our genius spoof
of the popular magician at the time, Criss
Angel. For a good hour, we ran around my
grandmother’s house with an old camcorder filming my brother as he performed
death-defying, food-themed magic tricks.
To give you a taste, he successfully transformed a hot dog into a living, breathing
dachshund for his final act.
This was the first of many strokes of comedic genius that landed on the internet.
Inspired by popular YouTubers of the time,
we thought up a slew of skits and characters and uploaded our half-baked ideas
onto our own channel. As a group of hopeful, semi-funny 9 to 13-year-olds, we knew
our videos were destined for greatness. We
took YouTube seriously — we even made
business cards.
Though we gained some momentum,
the day eventually came when we were too
‘old’ and ‘clinically embarrassed’ to continue to make videos. Despite this, our work
remains on the internet to this day for any
deep-diving internet fiends to find.
Our aspirations for internet fame felt
unique at the time. But as I grow older and
talk to more people, I’ve quickly found that
almost everyone has an embarrassing You-
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creators making hundreds of thousands
of dollars per year for posting videos and
briefly mentioning an advertiser.
It’s all about the dollar signs in all sectors
of the entertainment industry, and internet
fame is no different. The combination of
view-based monetization and brand deals
from outside companies has allowed certain
creators to amass six-figure net worths.
Though this is common today, this was not
always the case.
When Google obtained YouTube in 2006,
and the site grew and became more corporate, their advertising capabilities did as well.
Because of this, they introduced the “Partner
Program.” The Partner Program basically
allowed creators a share of ad profit.
At first, this feature was only an option
for the best of the best. The program saw
great success in its first few months. This
led YouTube to open the application up to
any U.S. and Canadian users. In the beginning, the guidelines were pretty loose.
In a blog post announcing the expansion
of the program, YouTube claimed that, in
review of the application, they would “focus
on the users who have built a significant
audience on YouTube (as measured by video
views, subscribers, etc.) and who consistently comply with the YouTube Terms of Use.”
The policy changed just this year. Now,
YouTube requires 4,000 watch hours within
the past year and 1,000 subscribers to
undergo review. This was met with outrage
from many smaller creators who had previously been monetized but lost it due to the
new standards.
Though policies changed, the idea of
making money on YouTube is not a lost
cause. Average people seem to get famous
overnight. One day they’re sitting in their
family home in Ohio, the next they are
flexing their Gucci belt in an L.A. penthouse. Life comes at you fast, I guess.
All jokes aside though, the sheer accessibility of the platform keeps bringing in users.
And few seem to understand the potential of
YouTube better than college students.
“You can start vlogging with your
iPhone, and every kid has an iPhone," said
Zoie Lambesis, a freshman business major.
"They can easily start making videos and

get a response from millions of people and
make a profit off of it."
In step with her generation, Lambesis had
a short YouTube stint early in her life. At ten
years old, she uploaded a tutorial on making
a checkerboard bead bracelet. The video now
has 35,000 views and a few hate comments
regarding her minor slip-ups in the process.
Lambesis contemplated returning to
YouTube for a while. After a few months of
fantasizing and a week of planning, I sit across
from her as she prepares to start filming.
Instead of her phone, Lambesis uses a
Canon EOS 60d, a hand-me-down from
her mom. The camera is propped up on a
semi-busted tripod, teetering on a barstool.
It takes a minute to fully focus the camera.
“I’ve watched YouTube videos since
elementary school. Since I’ve watched it
so much, I thought ‘hey maybe I could do
this,’ ” Lambesis said. "There are a lot of
people getting these really cool opportunities through making videos at home.”
She takes a breath and introduces
herself to the audience. Giggling, she
comments, “that’s so cringey.” Lambesis’
YouTube channel is angled towards college
students. Taking one of her passions, cooking, she hopes to make quick, easy recipe
videos for others.
As of right now, she has 12 subscribers — when I first interviewed her she
only had four. She said the numbers don’t
matter as much to her as her goal is to stay
consistent and involved.
“If you’re not passionate about it, it’s going to be easy to see that through your videos, and you’re not going to keep up with
it. But if you’re posting everyday, there are
so many people on YouTube that there’s a
platform for anyone,” Lambesis said.
Lambesis does not see YouTube so much
as a solid career but, instead, as a tool to
market herself and create a brand for future
career paths. She is not alone in this endeavor.
Faith Craig, a freshman computer science major, expressed a similar sentiment
with her videos.
“I have a really bad memory so with my kids,
I want them to know what I did,” Craig said.
Craig experienced what some would
call, “her big break” on her video, “10
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where I could film something, I’m fine,”
Salgam said.
Salgam started recording videos at 11.
He cycled through many different genres
before finally landing on his current channel three years ago. Since his first upload,
Salgam has uploaded everything from
cooking videos to music.
Prior to YouTube’s change in policy
regarding ad money, Salgam was monetized. He also had a partnership with
Fullscreen, a global media company. Since
YouTube upped the subscriber and watch
hour count, Salgam hopes to regain his
monetization and brand deal. Regardless
of the money now at stake, Salgam plans
on sticking with his personal philosophy:
to stay genuine.
“I always try to keep it on the forefront
of my mind that I need to be myself. I feel
like so many people have a fake camera
personality. It’s so weird seeing these
bigger YouTubers, it seems like they have
split personality disorder sometimes,”
Salgam said.
The idea of being truly authentic on YouTube is heavily debated among the YouTube
community. With Shane Dawson’s recent
video series chronicling the life of Jake Paul,
an infamous serial vlogger, many believe
YouTubers to be sociopathic or narcissistic.
Others conclude that YouTubers are
merely products of the insane culture
enveloping the site. Like any form of show
business, there is the constant desire to go
above and beyond, to be better. Because
of this, the bar is raised for content. And
competition is fierce.
YouTube has grown past the poorly edited and planned. Creators now orchestrate
elaborate pranks and schemes for daily videos. Some hire editors and videographers.
Most spend upwards of 900 dollars on a
camera for vlogging. At this rate, YouTube
videos are becoming less of a D.I.Y. project
and more of a full-scale production.
After reflecting on my own fleeting
YouTube career, I see an obvious divergence in entertainment value. Now, a
young boy in black eyeliner mimicking a
magician wouldn't make the cut — though
the wiener dog cameo might.
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Dance Moves You Need for Prom.” In the
video, Craig films herself breaking down
easy ways to boogie.
“I’ve never owned a tripod, so my sister’s
holding the camera, and I’m outside my
apartment, and I’m doing it in six inch
heels. I was just like ‘let’s just do it, let’s just
have fun,’” Craig said, “Then I have 330,00
views on this random video.”
Her prom video earned her more than
just some views. Craig now has almost
6,000 subscribers and is on her way to
monetization. She credits this to consistent and diverse content.
“You definitely have to be adaptable.
There are always new trends that are going
on that you just have to hop on before it
gets old,” Craig said.
Aside from her dancing videos, Craig
puts out lifestyle and college videos
weekly. Her second most watched is her
move-in vlog. Though Craig often hops on
popular YouTube trends, she manages to
maintain her individualism.
“My little flare is just me being extra,”
Craig said.
Her channel has garnered a younger
fan base. Craig believes it ranges from
middle-schoolers to college students. In
light of this realization, Craig hopes to
expand her content and cover more of her
educational experience.
“Being a black female in the STEM
field, I want to start documenting my process for girls all around the world. I came
in here knowing absolutely nothing, and I
am struggling so bad, but college is about
learning. It’s just for people to know that
they’re not alone,” Craig said.
Craig hopes to grow her channel and continue to upload videos, though she also does
not count on it providing her a career option.
Another user, Lukas Salgam, does. Being
a film major, Salgam said creating visual
content has been a constant both inside and
outside the classroom. He differs from other YouTubers as he uploads lifestyle content
along with more professional videos like
cinematography reels and short films.
“As weird as it sounds, I just want to be
able to do this full time. If I could make
enough to eat and have a basic place to live
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A lot of my work is influenced by culture and specifically my culture and black culture, and it’s
this idea of ancestry and lineage. It does confront challenges that I’ve faced, kind of identifying
with a multi-cultural identity. A lot my work kind of confronts the dualities that I face and that other
people who identify with multiple cultures, but don’t fully choose one.
I feel that the community here influences me. I’m not originally from here in Arizona, I’m from
Indiana but I think that living in Phoenix and living in Arizona, there’s something powerful in which
the way Mexican-Americans are prideful of their culture. And I feel like that has helped me. I feel
like that every day: seeing people take pride for who they are and take a stand, I think that is inspirational and that influences me and the work that I’m creating.
– Merryn Alaka

I’m not a traditional Ph.D candidate, I’m much older. Returning to a Ph.D program at my age.
But I’ve learned a lot, and I think I’ve been successful, so I feel like I ended up needing to be a role
model for seniors because they don’t expect seniors to be capable or bright. I feel like I’m educating people that are vibrant, enthusiastic; we learn well, we’re still involved in the world, we still
have a lot to give.
I got married right here on this campus, I got married at Danforth Chapel.
– Deena Gould
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I come from Maharashtra, India very specifically. We are not very conservative like the South Indians are. It’s a lot cooler up there. We celebrate a lot of festivals, much more than you guys have.
The diversity is there, you have people from all over. We have the financial capital of the country,
Mumbai or Bombay. Of course there is a lot of diversity over there, but nothing compared to what
I see right now. This is the next level.
I think I might not have time to do what I wish to accomplish, because it’s such a small period.
You just have two years worth of studies, and you have a lot of goals, and I just constantly worry
that I might not be able to achieve all my plans. It’s also kind of distracting too. There’s so many
things happening, where to go, where to be.

One of my younger brothers, he was actually drowning in the pool. We had to take him out, and
tried to resuscitate him and nothing was working. One of my uncles had to pick him up and bring
him to the hospital. It was only afterwards that we got the news that he was still alive. One of the
happiest moments. Scariest to happiest, you know? You get both worlds. He’s doing just fine now.
I come from another country, I speak French, that’s my first language. I have to say, coming here,
and having to take finals and your exams and quizzes in English, and not having the time to study
English much, that was a challenge. I am from Central Africa, the Congo, the Democratic Republic
of Congo. I have been here now 6 years.
– Emmanuel Biaya
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I run a feminist Zine called Hard Candy. My sister actually started it when she went to ASU, and I
picked it back up when I came here. ASU can be kind of a big place and a hard place to survive in if
you’re not a part of the dominant culture, and so I think for her and me, Hard Candy was a kind of way
of surviving here. It’s a little multimedia publication, we come out with it once a year and it’s really student submission based. We get a lot of cool content just from students and non-students, and this year
we’re trying to do a big drag ball to release it at the ASU art museum. We also have a partnership with
Black and Pink, so we write letters to LGBT inmates, which is something I very much enjoy doing.
I think that we have a culture that lends itself to favoring fraternity and sorority life over other organizations, and where that’s kind of the hegemonic ideal. And my issue with that is that it’s heteronormative and it propagates a rape culture and also, if nothing else, puts out a very singular image of what
people should look like, act like, and do that I don’t love.
– Amanda Pruett
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VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN:
A MATTER OF FAITH
BY ANNE SNYDER | ILLUSTRATION BY SAM DEADRICK
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own hands and seek to actualize their own ideas of mercy. This is viscerally
demonstrated when a Muslim father stones his daughters to death for "dating the wrong boys," -- such as in the case of Canadian Mohammad Shafia's
"honor" killing of his three daughters. Or when someone publicly assaults
a gay man — such as in the brutal beating of Christopher Bradford, a gay single father who was leaving a nightclub in Montrose, one of Houston's (and
the country's) most LGBT-friendly neighborhoods.
When it comes to religion, it would be low-hanging fruit to take an
analogy to the pro-gun argument: religion doesn't kill people, people kill
people. By this logic, one might say that religion is not responsible for
violence, that the essence of the scriptures and their mere existence has
nothing to do with the matter.
However, without religion, would this violence have ever occurred to begin with?
John Carlson, associate professor of religious studies and the associate
director at the Center for the Study of Religion and Conflict at Arizona
State University, is an expert in the field of religion and how religion
impacts society. He is the director of ASU's Center for the Study of
Religion and Conflict.
“It is clearly the case that people who are invoking religion have been
involved in violence in every nation and religion in the world,” Carlson
said. “From Al Qaeda to ISIS, to John Brown and the Salem Witch Trials,
violence can happen in the scholarship to support religion, but to what
extent do people who are resorting to violence represent their tradition?”
Carlson answers this question with something along the lines of "not
very well." He thinks, in general terms, religion is a function of culture
and that it is up to believers whether they interpret the text to support
different forms of violence.
I disagree. Religion gives followers an explicit excuse to inflict violence
on women. However, religious scriptures themselves, such as the Bible
or the Torah, often do not explicitly condone specific acts of violence
toward women.
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orced female genital mutilation. Child marriage. Honor violence.
Rape and sexual assault. These are just a few examples of gendered violence that women face on a daily basis. One thing that all of these acts of
violence have in common? They are often justified on religious grounds.
For centuries, people have been using religion as an excuse to justify
violence against women and girls (VAWG). But to what extent is the
actual religion in question responsible for this violence?
We must ask ourselves these difficult and controversial questions as religion plays a major role in every functional society. Religion, as an institution,
has served as the center of countless wars, reformations, enlightenments and
major philosophical breakthroughs. However, without organized religion,
society would lack key philosophical, moral and legal innovations.
Despite this, atrocities are committed against women in the name of
God every single day. This does not necessarily mean that religion itself
causes violence, but that people often use religion as justification for
violent actions.
For example, religious-based violence is quite prevalent among women in Kenya, where about 81 percent of people identify with some form
of Christianity. Child marriage, forced genital mutilation and sex slavery
are common occurrences among Kenyan women and girls.
Religious leaders and institutions repeatedly reinforce these traditions
among their followers, further perpetuating violence against Kenyan
women and normalizing it within their communities.
That is not to say religious violence against women and other marginalized groups is a phenomenon of the developing world.
In a January 2018 column in The New York Times, Sam Brinton
details a horrific personal account of experiencing gay conversion therapy, which he describes as torture, at the behest of his Southern Baptist
parents. This violence was justified as a religious duty, as Brinton's parents
believed being gay was a sin.
When religious institutions encourage and tolerate violence, they are
actively promoting it. Often, religious followers may take matters into their

An example of this can be seen in how stoning is not specifically
themselves as victims truly depicts just how normalized this oppression
determined to be an adequate punishment for adultery, but countless
is, within both religious and cultural institutions. By not understanding
Muslim women have been stoned for cheating on their husbands or
what constitutes violence or the violation of one's human rights, these
being accused of having an affair.
women are, once again, victimized by being led to believe that maltreat“The Taliban in Afghanistan believe that their treatment of women,
ment is simply the way things are.
including denying girls the opportunities to go to school, and not allowAllowing this violence to be normalized within a certain religion
ing women to go out in public or drive, would not necessarily meet the
or culture forces women to grow up believing that they deserve the
standards of violence. But those who broke out of this oppression were
horrors that are inflicted on them. “That’s just the way it is,” can no
certainly subjected to violence,” Carlson said.
longer be a valid excuse.
While Carlson believes that culture is the major facilitator for vioSociety often makes excuses for religious-based violence
lence rather than religious scriptures, I believe that religion serves as the
because people are deeply afraid of offending or ostracizing certain
necessary foundation for the reasons behind this violence.
groups. For example, many Westernized feminists stray away from
When a man inflicts violence upon his wife for cheating on him
commenting on the negative aspects of Sharia Law out of fear of
because his religion tells him to, he may hold the belief that carrying out
offending Muslim feminists.
this violence will strengthen his relationship with his God because he is
Sharia Law, a frequent perpetrator of VAWG, is not a legal system,
carrying out his religious duty as a man.
but rather a code of religious guidelines that Islamic people must
If religion, as an institution, did not exist, what would be the
obey. As stated in a September 2016 Huffington Post article by Deeba
motivating factor behind that violence? Would the man simply defer
Abedi titled, "As Long As There Is Sharia Law, Women Will Not Have
to other traditions or cultural
Human Rights," Sharia Law can be
artifacts to justify what he would
used to strip away women's rights
have done anyway?
and gives authority to the males to
Interpretation plays a large role in
have guardianship over their wives.
A l l ow in g th is vio le n c e
influencing the way people within
Many Western feminists fail to
a certain religion act, regardless of
comment on the oppressive and
t o b e n o rmalize d w ith in a
whether that religion’s scriptures
violent tendencies within Sharia
c e r t a i n re lig io n o r c u ltu re
or core sentiments align with said
Law out of fear of shunning a spef o rc e s w o me n to g ro w
interpretation. While the Bible
cific culture's way of life. While this
itself does not explicitly state that
fear is understandable, to an extent,
u p be lie vin g th at th e y
women are inferior to men, it depicts
mainstream feminism cannot
d e s e rve th e h o rro rs th at
a clear power struggle between men
afford to allow women to go on
and women. Women are expected
believing that they do not have a
a re in f lic te d o n th e m.
to be submissive and follow men's
choice under Sharia Law.
' T h a t ’s ju st th e w ay it is,'
demands — if a woman does not, she
Radicalism emerges from failing
c a n n o lo n g e r b e a valid
may rightfully be punished.
to recognize the faults within a
Religion and culture go hand-insystem. However, it is possible to
e xc u se .
hand in perpetuating this violence
recognize the flaws within a religion
because religious traditions and
or institution while still respecting it.
procedures often overlap, and
One cannot be a feminist while
– An n e S n yd e r
many cultures can adopt religious
blindly supporting Sharia Law.
traditions as their own without even
While many countries whose
realizing it.
legal systems fall under the sway
“Violence towards women has more to do with ways that religion
of Sharia Law are starting to give more freedom to women and girls,
has been interpreted by the culture. Religions don’t exist outside of culmany Islamic regions still severely restrict women's rights. With much
tures,” said Carlson. “Every sacred scripture came about at a particular
of Sharia Law still in existence, women will continue to be violently
time and place, and traditions currently evolve and change over time.
oppressed in many Islamic regions.
Religion can be a very important influence within culture, and the two
The reality is that religion can exist without promoting violence. It is
of those things together can be strong in influencing people’s identities,
up to the followers of that religion to humanely interpret religious scrippractices and way of life.”
tures and refrain from using religion as a moral code to justify violence.
Is religion itself solely responsible for promoting violence towards
That is not to say religious people can find any wiggle room around
women? Obviously not. There are numerous factors that come into play
openly violent or misogynistic texts. Such texts should be categorically
when considering why societies normalize violence towards women,
denounced and disregarded. And if believers feel the outdated and
including the establishment of an inherently patriarchal society. It would
violent elements of holy texts are an essential element of the religion,
be wrong to say that religion is the sole reason for these acts of violence.
then they should consider giving the religion up altogether.
However, religion is an institution most frequently manipulated to opThere is no room for the oppression of women in contemporary
press women. For example, denying women the right to have an abortion
society, and not even religion is above the norm of gender equality.
is often justified on religious grounds rather than legal ones.
When violence is associated with religious motivations, religion itself is
The fact that women who are victims of violence often do not see
diluted and corrupted.
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